Future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training

In a world that abounds with knowledge, progress, creativity and innovation, the United Arab Emirates, which posits human resources as the key element in development, has managed to play a pivotal role in foreseeing and building the future through crystal clear vision, planning, and working hard on implementation. Foresight and building of the future is no longer a theoretical concept. Rather, it has become a key factor in guaranteeing the persistence of countries within the circle of global competitiveness.

- Foreseeing the future represents a roadmap for next generations, which ensures prosperity and institutional positivism within internal and external environments.

- Management of public and private entities and foundations are now required to act creatively through keeping abreast of changes, sustaining innovation, practical application of knowledge and acquisition of ideas and skills, foreseeing the future as a way of work and an approach for developing futurist planning capacity, and developing scenarios that foresee and cope with future orientations.

- Since changes in the field of human development progress in accelerating pace, the entire community should constantly modernize its individuals’ knowledge and skills in a way that ensures achievement of long-term sustainability.

- Hence, maintaining leadership and precedence draws from the support and development of individuals, entities and sectors through analysis of future strategic challenges to the different sectors, innovating models and solutions for such challenges in partnership with international research institutions.

- That is why future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training seeks to employ a highly flexible training system in compliance with the needs of foundations, being the cornerstone of training plans for public and private entities.
We are “future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training”
• An Abu Dhabi-located national foundation that specializes in providing consultancy and training in the fields of foresight of the future
• It is one of the leading consultancy and training services providers in the Middle East, as it offers the most creative solutions and training to public and private entities through qualified trainers and experts from around the world.

Vision
• Developing future foresight planning capacities of public and private entities, and developing scenarios that foresee future orientations and cope with it in a manner that ensures its excellence and maintains satisfaction of the public.

Mission
• Entrenching the concept of excellent foundational performance in the field of administrative and organization work with the purpose of promoting preparedness to encounter future short-term and long-term challenges.

Values
• Credibility
• Quality
• Innovation
• Excellence
• Communication
Objectives

- Qualifying human capacities to build a knowledge-based community capable of competing internationally
- Improving human resources skills and capacities in accordance with current and future labor market requirements
- Qualifying human resources to undertake their diverse roles as citizens supporting and participating in the way of comprehensive national development.

Partnerships: Participation and societal responsibility that promote active partnership between public and private entities.

Innovation and excellence: We seek to achieve excellence and to produce innovation to maintain creativity and excellence in performance

Citizenship and responsibility: Promoting national identity and social responsibility

Creativity and quality: Ensuring provision of all services in accordance with quality, efficiency and transparency standards
Indeed, the major constituents in procuring success and excellence for any entity lie in its ability to foresee the future, as successful planning for the future of any entity depends on availability of essential and prerequisite constituents. Such constituents include comprehensive understanding of the manner of foreseeing the future and its challenges, as well as training to use its tools for the formation of clear and accurate future visions that ensure constancy, success and excellence, and that guarantee keeping abreast of the caravan of progress, development, and international competitiveness.

Thus, foreseeing the future is the capacity to know what would happen in the near and distant future, identify future challenges and the ways to overcome them, and seize future opportunities through employment of diverse tools and technologies.

Future Foresight studies is a new scholarly discipline that focuses on polishing data and improving operations, on the grounds of which decisions and policies are made in the different fields of human behavior. Hence, such specialization aims at helping decision and policy makers choose wisely from among available alternative scenarios. In turn, these foresight studies not only draw on the givens of the past and the present, but also involve invoking and foreseeing potential future opportunities and choosing the optimum ones, and then developing strategic plans to achieve them.

In order to foresee the future of any entity, we should first know the looming drives of change and future global orientations in the field of the study to be conducted. All this is achieved through practical steps and stages that are implemented through the assigned team in the foundation, knowing that future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training is one of the entities specializing in foresight of the future, training and consultancy.
Future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training is one of the leading foundations in foreseeing the future, and it provides its services through a team of international and Arab experts and consultants endowed with scholarly and professional experience, and equipped with distinctive skills in research, planning, development studies, consultancy, and training in accordance with world standards. They possess the tools for support and development of public and private entities capacity in the field of future foresight and thinking from a futurist perspective, using diverse foresight tools to keep abreast of development and to quick responses in readability building in face of all foreseeable and unforeseeable possibilities and outcomes.

Our excellence

Experienced specialists
Services

- Future Foresight Foundation services involve foreseeing the future, performance quality and development of skills towards organizational excellence, as well as enhancing awareness in entities through constant training, building future foresight culture, implementing and sustaining such culture in analyzing the extent of development impact in the fields related to actors’ work, identifying alternatives and choosing the best thereof to develop proactive strategies, initiatives and policies based on correct reading of future orientations in a manner that elevates the work system.
Future Foresight Foundation provides studies and consultancy services for the different entities and sectors, drawing on its strategy in merging specialized local and international capacity and expertise to provide an excellent standard level in future foresight, offering consultancy portfolios in the field of developing change and future foresight initiatives. This is done while taking into account the entity’s strength and its enhancement fields.

As the foundation acts through a team of consultants and experts on monitoring and collecting information from reliable sources, and on analyzing data about the study topic in all its comprehensive givens, topography and characteristics, highlighting its strengths and weaknesses, and working to crystallize important points towards developing solutions to negative aspects and enhancing positive aspects.

Future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training also offers inclusive answers, analytical opinions and foresight scenarios that light up the way before decision makers to determine their strategic options, depending on an experienced group of thought leaders and specialists from around the world.

Our excellence

Studies and consultancy services
Future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training works on planning and implementing the latest training programs and workshops in a creative manner at the hands of professional experts and specialists, with fittings and under circumstances that ensure maximum benefit from the training process with all its inputs and outputs. It also works on implementing modern specialized programs and courses that cope with the market needs effective modern training and teaching methods marked for flexibility in coping with the trainees' needs. It also blends knowledge about how to directly and professionally participate in the market through our connections of strategic partnerships with international training institutions.

Future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training examines and analyses organizational needs to build strategic objectives accredited by the entity, as well as the training needs at the levels of the individuals and the administrations. Hence, we develop a preview and a scheme to identify the training needs in accordance with the priorities of the entity.

• Managing and organizing training programs, discussion workshops, seminars, lectures and conferences, and recruiting a selection of speakers, lecturers and academic researchers through our partnerships and cooperation with globally acknowledged scholarly institutions.

• Providing a training environment that equips employees with necessary skills and competences, and offering constant and integrated training and development opportunities for entities.

• Developing capacities and polishing skills, both individual and collective, in entities and companies, regarding mechanisms and approaches for future foresight to attain the entity’s objective in the highest possible efficiency.

• Preparing and developing the content of scheduled training courses and programs for employees in light of the entity’s needs and in accordance with its development plan through modern training programs and systems.

• Providing development and qualification solutions for the administrative sector.

• Providing consultancy to bring about development and progress for administrative personnel and attain strategic objectives.

• Measuring the impact of development and training programs on individual and organizational performance.
Future Foresight foundation employs a specialized work team in the department of foundational excellence and innovation whose task is to assist and support training administration in developing plans of creative and excellent building of future scenarios, training entities to reach variables in a scholarly manner, designing future foresight integrated systems, analyzing internal and external environment, identifying available opportunities and how to invest the notion of future foresight and its tools in preempting challenges and working to find out solutions based on creativity as an approach for developing services and government work in accordance with a futuristic vision. This is carried out through the following:

- Establishing positive thinking as a basis for creativity and excellence and complying with new world transformations and challenges of the era.
- Developing plans and programs and assessing performance towards achieving governmental excellence.
- Implementing effective planning methods in practical reality and proper follow-up approaches.
- Entrenching innovation as a culture in planning and following-up business.
- Developing effective, dynamic organization to achieve governmental excellence as a corollary to innovation.
- Finding out the ways creative coordination and support of quality business life, as well as its pivotal values.
- Managing comprehensive and constant change and development.
Future Foresight foundation employs a work team specialized in quality and performance assessment department, which works on ensuring fulfillment of quality standards in the foundation, maintaining provided services, ascertaining its efficacy and competence, guaranteeing constant improvements, suggesting plans and programs to fulfill quality insurance standards, through application of some quality standards that are represented in the following:

- Designing, developing and reviewing quality insurance programs and constant enhancement of all the activities undertaken by the foundation.
- Building and developing measurement systems and identifying the quality of services provided by the institution, and the efficacy and competence of performance and application of it.
- Regularly measuring and canalizing the level of productivity and quality service quality, and comparing it to established standards, and developing reports.
- Evaluating training and rehabilitation programs and ascertaining its fulfillment of quality and accreditation standards, coordinating constant enhancement with competent training administrations and departments.
- Measuring the outcome of applying training and development system, and the extent of its impact on individual and foundational performance, through utilization of benchmarking in training activity evaluation and efficacy impact, knowing that measuring training outcome as a notion is one of the key training standards, not only for measuring investment yield, but also as an indicator about the training program positive or negative yield after the end of the course, coupled with developing a proposal for a complementary program or the so-called “advanced training needs outputs”.
- Future Foresight foundation also employs a specialized team in the department of services development, which works on developing modern training systems, modules and programs to identify the capacity of upgrading positive yield and the extend of benefit for trainees, with the foundation identifying the skills gained and the potential for application of it after the course, as well as its bearings on the trainees in their work.
Work mechanism

In future Foresight Foundation for Consultancy and Training, we work in professional and administratively effective manner through an experienced work team and through the participation of all departments and administrations to ensure fulfillment of the client’s objective and in turn to maximize cognitive benefits.

We are also keen on procuring excellent services that bring about the satisfaction of our clients through adopting a proactive approach regarding management of services quality, fulfilling our commitments, and providing necessary facilities and technical support around the clock, since client satisfaction is one of our major priorities and the pivot of our values. The needs of our clients are thus fulfilled in a highly professional manner through a highly informed work team that understands your needs and that responds to your inquiries.

Through Assistance and Support Services department, future Foresight provides optimum services that allow trainees the ability to attain maximum benefit and also to fulfill work needs by way of overseeing and implementing all operational plans and fulfilling the needs of clients, including hotel bookings, equipment of training halls, preparation of publications and support services tools, like equipment and fittings, to ensure fulfillment of the client’s objective through implementation of optimum standards to attain the best results.